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Abstract. In financial markets, a prevalent computer method for pricing option contracts 
is that of multinomial trees.  In this context, we introduce a new combinatorial 
algorithm which can cut down software running time, a factor becoming crucial in 
options trading boards, as buying and selling orders are placed by the thousands each 
minute.  We also present a Matlab implementation of this new algorithm, in which all 
solution vectors are generated inside a single matrix, which helps handle variables more 
efficiently. 
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Introduction 
 
As the variety of financial contracts available in markets around the world keeps 
expanding, so does the complexity of their underlying terms and associated cash flows.  
This is especially true for options markets, where trading volume has shown a strong 
growth over the past two decades, and new types of options contracts have kept 
surfacing on trading boards every year.  Along with these new complex financial 
securities has come the need for efficient computer methods to derive trading prices 
consistent with underlying risk levels and changing market conditions. 
Among the software currently available in markets for pricing option contracts, the 
most prevalent computer models are based on binomial trees (Rubinstein, 1994), and 
trinomial trees (Derman, Kani, & Chriss, 1996), or multinomial trees.  The branches of 
these trees represent possible future stock price movements over several periods of time 
and their effects on current option prices.  New types of options contracts which have 
shown strong growth in their trading volume over the past decade include path-
dependent option contracts, namely, options whose current prices are affected not only 
by future possible stock price movements but also, and more importantly, by the 
possible paths of stock prices over future periods of time.  Such option contracts 
include barrier options, and, due to their numerous combinatorial patterns, applying 
classical algorithms to barrier options has been found to considerably affect running 
time (Lyuu, 1998). 
More adequate models for path-dependent options include that of Generalized 
Binomial Trees, namely, binomial trees which take path-dependency into account 
(Jackwerth 1997).  Trinomial trees, or multinomial trees, will usually represent 
possible future stock prices movements more accurately than binomial trees would, due 
to their more numerous branches.  However, path-dependent multinomial trees are 
usually shunned by financial software developers, due to the considerably longer 
running times caused by their combinatorial algorithms.  In this context, we present in 
this paper a new algorithm for path-dependent multinomial trees, and demonstrate in the 
next sections how its efficiency can be higher than that of currently available algorithms. 
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 Combinatorial Problem of Stock Price Paths 
 
One main challenge in algorithms for barrier option contracts and other path-dependent 
options lies in determining the possible future price paths.  The problem to solve is: 
How many different paths can a stock price follow along a multinomial tree to 
reach one given future stock price? 
Namely, the problem can be formulated as follows. 
Given, 
 i = total stock price increase (decrease) 
 g = degrees of increase (decrease), g = 1, ..., h 
 jg = number of times stock increased (decreased) at degree g 
 n = total number of time periods, 
that is, given integers 
 i, h, n ∈ IN, 
the algorithm is to generate all vectors (jg) in INh which satisfy 
 ∑g=1..h  g jg = i 
 ∑g=1..h   jg  ≤ n 
jg ∈ IN, g = 1, ..., h, (jg) ∈ INh. 
In the next section, we state this same combinatorial problem, but under a different 
light, namely, with concepts allowing for a better intuitive understanding. 
 
 
Algorithm Design 
 
From a combinatorial point of view, the problem at hand is exactly equivalent to the 
following problem: 
How many ways are there to produce 10 dollars, using any combination of 
nickels, dimes, and quarters, but never using more than 100 coins? 
Obvious combinations readily come to mind, such as: 
10 dollars = 40 quarters 
10 dollars = 100 dimes 
10 dollars = 20 quarters + 50 dimes 
10 dollars = 30 quarters + 50 nickels. 
The algorithm also needs to generate all the combinations lying between the above 
answers, and, because of the one hundred coin restriction, it needs to exclude 
combinations such as 
10 dollars = 200 nickels 
10 dollars = 100 nickels + 20 quarters 
10 dollars = 90 nickels + 22 quarters 
10 dollars = 80 nickels + 24 quarters. 
The variables from the previous section can then be interpreted as: 
 i = total amount to be produced, in cents 
 g = number of cents represented on a coin, g = 1, ..., h 
 jg = number of g cent coins to be used 
 n = maximum number of coins which can be used. 
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 The main contribution of this paper lies in presenting a new algorithm using 
recursive functions as a more efficient alternative to classical brute force algorithms, as 
shown in the next sections. 
 
 
Brute force algorithm 
 
The coin problem can be solved with the following classical algorithm. 
 Set jg = 0 , for g = 1, ..., h 
 Start loop 
  Increment j1 
   For g = 1 to h–1 
     If jg = n then set jg = 0, increment jg+1 
   Next g 
   If jh > n then end 
   If j1 + 2j2 + ... + hjh = i  and j1 + j2 + ... + jh ≤ n then store vector ( jg) 
 Repeat loop 
This brute force method involves as many as (h–1)nh iterations, namely 2 million 
iterations in our previous 100 coins example.  As this number grows exponentially 
with h, one can readily imagine how a slightly higher h value can quickly overflow 
computer systems.  As computer resources quickly become limited for such 
combinatorial problems, it is crucial to take efficiency into consideration when 
designing combinatorial algorithms. 
 
 
Recursive algorithm 
 
To improve efficiency in solving the combinatorial problem at hand, we present a new 
algorithm based on the recursive principle shown below. 
In order to derive solution vectors (jg), we begin by ruling out non-solution vectors.  
More precisely, we determine minimum and maximum acceptable values for jh. 
Let 
 jhmin = minimum acceptable value for jh 
 jhmax = maximum acceptable value for jh. 
Then, 
 jhmin = max ( (i – (h–1)n , 0 )     (2.1) 
 jhmax = max{ k ∈ IN : hk ≤ i }.     (2.2) 
Indeed, with any jh value lower than jhmin , one will run out of coins before reaching the 
target amount i , and with any jh value higher than jhmax, the target amount i will be 
exceeded. 
The algorithm then randomly chooses a jh value within these boundaries.  While 
there is yet no guarantee that the chosen jh value will lead to a solution, the boundaries 
help pare down the number of possibilities.  Using the chosen jh value, and using the 
exact same paring down principle as before, one can now determine the boundaries for 
jh–1 values. 
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 Let 
 nh–1 = n – jh , i.e. the number of remaining coins 
 ih–1 = i – h jh , i.e. the remaining amount of money. 
 
Then, similarly as above, the boundaries for jh–1 values, based on jh , are 
 jh–1min ( jh ) = max( ih–1 – (h–2) nh–1 , 0 ) 
 jh–1max ( jh ) = max{k ∈ IN : (h–1) k ≤ ih–1}. 
 
The algorithm chooses again at random a jh–1 value within these new boundaries.  
This will determine boundaries for jh–2, and so on. 
More generally, we repeat the very same process for each value g = 1..h–2. 
Namely, given a jg+1 value, we let 
 ng = ng+1 – jg+1     (2.3) 
 ig = ig+1 – (g+1) jg+1 ,    (2.4) 
 
and the boundaries for jg values, based on jg+1 are then 
jgmin(jg+1) = max( ig – (g–1) ng , 0 )  (2.5) 
jgmax(jg+1) = max{ k ∈ IN: gk ≤ ig } .  (2.6) 
 
We note that we will always have 
j1 = i1 , 
for, by definition, 
j1min(j2) = max (i1 – (0)n1 , 0) = i1 
j1max(j2) = max{ k ∈ IN: (1)k ≤ i1 } = i1, 
that is, the number of pennies always equals the number of cents remaining to be paid. 
 
Finally, to simplify the algorithm, we add the following two conditions to the 
problem: 
 - the number of coins to be used must be exactly n 
 - valueless coins, namely, coins worth zero cents, may be used. 
That is, 
 ∑g=0..h  g jg = i 
 ∑g=0..h   jg  = n  
jg ∈ IN, g = 0, ..., h . 
 
Replacing the inequality (≤ n) by an equality (=n) in the above constraints helps 
simplifying the structure of the algorithm without altering the set of solutions. 
 
Also, the new variable j0 , namely the number of valueless coins, will always be  
j0 = n – ∑g=1..h jg     (2.7) 
that is, the number of extra coins needed to reach the total number of coins used. 
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 Implementing the Recursive Algorithm 
 
One main concern when implementing the new recursive algorithm presented in this 
paper lies in the way the algorithm will choose jg values.  Indeed, as the choice of jg+1 
affects the boundaries of jg in a recursive manner, new values will constantly surface for 
each variable jg, and one needs to manage and store these new values without 
overburdening the structure of the algorithm.  In this section, we present a possible 
implementation of our proposed algorithm, along with corresponding excerpts of 
programming code in Matlab. 
 
 
A conceptual analogy 
 
For an intuitive understanding of how our proposed algorithm can be implemented, 
consider the following conceptual analogy. 
Two high cliffs are separated by a deep gap.  A row of pillars stems from the 
bottom of the gap, making it possible to cross the gap by stepping on the pillars.  A 
robot is then given the task to cross the gap.  Also, each time the robot steps on a pillar, 
it will build a brick layer, thus making the pillar one foot higher.  The pillars are 
controlled by a mechanism which constantly makes them change height.  More 
precisely, putting bricks on a pillar always causes the next pillar to move up or down.  
Finally, the pillars are covered by a ceiling made of moving blocks, and each time a 
pillar is triggered to move, the block immediately above it will also move up or down.  
When a pillar becomes so high that it reaches the ceiling, the robot is to retreat to the 
preceding pillar.  The algorithm ends when the first pillar finally reaches the ceiling, 
namely, when the robot runs out of pillars to retreat to. 
In this analogy, each pillar represents a coin denomination, starting with the largest 
one.  The pillar's height is the smallest number of coins needed, and the ceiling is the 
largest number of coins allowed.  For example, the height of the first pillar is the 
lowest number of quarters needed, and the first ceiling is the largest number of quarters 
allowed.  Finally, placing a layer of bricks after stepping on a pillar ensures that the 
algorithm is never redundant in its attempts at generating solution vectors.  The next 
sections show the Matlab coding, in italics, of the elements presented in this section.  
The full Matlab listing can be provided upon request. 
 
 
Representation grid 
 
To simplify the storing of each variable, all the elements discussed above are contained 
in a single representation grid, namely a matrix called Landscape, 
Landscape=zeros(n+1,h); 
whose entries can take one of three values: 
  1 = part of pillar, or brick added to pillar 
 –1 = part of ceiling block 
  0 = neither pillar nor ceiling, namely, void space. 
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 Each column of the matrix represents a pillar and its corresponding ceiling block. 
At level g, the pillar's height is then 
Pillar_height = sum(Landscape(:,g)==1) 
the sum of all 1 entries inside column g.  Adding some bricks to a pillar then means 
Landscape(Pillar_height + 1,g)=1 
which converts a zero entry into 1.  This action triggers the pillar mechanism to move 
the next pillar up or down, as well as its ceiling. 
 
In Matlab, this pillar mechanism reads 
Remaining_n(g)= Remaining_n(g+1) - j_chosen(g+1) 
Remaining_i(g) = Remaining_i(g+1) - (g+1)*j_chosen(g+1) 
j_min(g) = max([ Remaining_i(g) - Remaining_n(g)*(g-1) , 0 ])  
j_max(g)=floor(Remaining_i(g)/g)                                
which are formulas (2.3), (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6) respectively. 
 
When a pillar reaches a ceiling block, we have 
isempty(find(Landscape(:,g) == 0)) 
namely, that column g no longer includes any zero entries.  At this stage, the g variable 
is incremented as the robot retreats to a preceding pillar, and the process can be repeated.  
Otherwise, the robot proceeds to the next pillar, and the g variable is decremented, 
towards the level g = 1, where a solution vector can be completed and stored for final 
output of all possible solution vectors. 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
We have presented a new combinatorial algorithm and its implementation in the context 
of pricing path-dependent option contracts using multinomial trees.  We have also 
shown that our method, which involves recursive functions, can considerably reduce the 
number of iterations in the algorithm, and consequently shorten total computer running 
time.  While multinomial tree models are still not as prevalent as binomial models, 
partly due to the considerably higher computation time involved, one can reasonably 
expect the need for multinomial trees to grow with the continually expanding market of 
options contracts, such as barrier options, which cannot be priced with regular binomial 
trees. 
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